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from her ruling house, and her dynasties and governments from their people ; this was revolution pure and simple.
The propagandists were clever in realizing the effects that su$i phrases as " peace of understanding," " disarmament after the war/' " League of Nations," and so on would have on the German people in view of their unpolitical and unmilitary mentality and the great privations they were suffering. They were only too ready to follow, in conscious or unconscious self-delusion, these alluring but deceptive visions.
In this connection, the propagandists' story that the peace of the world had been disturbed by German plans of world dominion, fell on only too fruitful soil.
In plain fact, the German Government in the post-Bismarck period had had no great foreign-political aim whatever beyond the maintenance of peace, save, perhaps, that it aimed at increasing the colonial possessions of the country.   It scarcely thought of world politics.   It went to Bagdad without clearly knowing why. Living as we have done since 1870-71 a life of constant preference for the apparent over the real, of judging by externals, we have overestimated our own strength, and underestimated the forces that were working against us.   We spread all over the world, without having a firm footing in Europe.   After gaining Alsace-Lorraine and establishing the Empire, the German people were satisfied.   To increase our colonial possessions, and advance our position in the world by extending our markets, had become a necessity for us.   This could only be done by force.   Our people, on the other hand, aimed at an equal place in peaceful competition.   Preoccupied  with business  and political  speculation, they did not know that other peoples would find it difficult to distinguish this peaceful aim from the desire for world mastery. The maintenance of peace was a great object.   Just as we could only win a war of defence by attacking, so we could only keep peace by pursuing a clear, strong policy, on well-defined principles.   German foreign policy did not have that character. It showed itself to be capricious and inconsiderate.* The peoples who were ill-disposed to us took advantage of this to combine against us; even those who had hitherto been opposed to one
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